Swanland Neighbourhood Watch Meeting
19 October 2017

PCSOs Barbara Danby and Steve Lynch were unable to attend due to their
duty rosters.
A new street coordinator has been recruited for Kemp Road (top end)
Reports of incidents
Dale Road – a car had been found parked outside a house with its door left
open and no-one nearby. Owner subsequently moved it.
Dower Rise – a cold caller had been in the road despite it being a No Cold
Calling Zone
Bogus calls suggesting problems with Microsoft programmes on computers
had been received.
Inconsiderate parking was reported in Northdale Park; this could cause
problems for emergency services etc.
There had been theft of a Blue Badge in Wood View, early August
*Reminder to report any suspicious activity straight away on 101 or via
Humberside Police Website.
Police reports
The latest ‘crime maps’ on www.police.uk, up to September 2017 were used
to produce a list of crimes reported in Swanland. No further information was
available.
Feedback from the last meeting
The No Cold Calling and Neighbourhood Watch signs in On Hill had been reinstated.
Speeding complaints: the Parish Council had not had any success in getting
further double yellow lines in the Tranby Lane/Humberdale Close area, near
the school, nor in getting a school crossing patrol.
Matters to report
East Yorkshire Matters:
Information noted regarding:
• Immobilise – scheme to register phones, valuables etc
• PREY – software to allow you to trace stolen laptops
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The Herbert Protocol – re keeping information on a vulnerable relative,
neighbour, friend in case they go missing to assist in searching for
them etc.
Yellow Dog Scheme – yellow ribbon used to warn that a dog needs to
be given some space.
Online crime prevention shop created by Hull Neighbourhood Networks
– to buy eg credit and debit card protectors, discount code for EY NHW
group members.

National NHW: information on Staying Secure Online - from Cyber Aware
Local Warnings:
Warning had been circulated:
• from Humberside Police re scams targeting the elderly
• regarding a suspicious white van and driver with a dog in the West
Ella/Kirkella area – also seen in Swanland
• regarding telephone calls discussing security equipment.
Date of next meeting:
Thursday 22 February 2018 at 7.30 pm in Church Hall.
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